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Why do we need the framework on railway border crossings

Agenda 2030 on Sustainable Development-

Sustainable Transport is central to Sustainable 

Development

Sustainable Transport is about optimal use of 

different modes of transport according to their 

strength- encouraging efficient railway transport 

as an energy efficient and environment friendly 

mode

OECD estimates international freight flows to 

grow by 4.3 times by 2050 as compared to 2010. 

Road and railway freight expected to grow by 

230-420 percent

OECD estimates potential of Asia-Europe railway 

container traffic to be one million TEUs annually



Why do we need framework on railway border crossings?

Railway freight is rising rapidly along China-

Europe routes from 17 freight trains in 2011 to 

3673 in 2017 from 2 routes in 2011 to 61 in 2017

The Railway routes through Central Asia  are 

becoming increasingly important. As of 2016, 26 

per cent of China’s foreign trade flows through 

Central Asia 

Under initiatives like

o Belt and Road Initiative, China, 

o Nurly Zhol, Kazakhstan and 

o Railway Transport Development strategy of 

Russian Federation for 2030 

around USD 22 billion is expected to flow in 

transport connectivity project – a lot of it would 

flow to strengthen railway transport including at 

railway border crossings



Vicious cycle created by delays at railway border crossing

Delays at the  
railway 
border 

crossings

Leads to low 
reliability 

and 
predictability 

of freight 
trains

Reduces the 
demand for rail 

freight

Rail freight costs 
cannot  be 
reduced, 
adversely 

affecting its 
competitiveness

Lack of 
investments 

in border 
crossing 
facilities



Complex environment of railway border crossing

Complexity 
of railway 

border 
crossings

Numerous 
stakeholders

Competing 
interests of the 

stakeholders

Lack of 
sharing of 

information 
among 

regulatory 
agenciesDifferent 

processes and 
inspections for 
completion of 

formalities

Inefficient  
information 
exchanges  

among railways 
and regulators

Lack of mutual 
recognition of 

inspections  
Customs to 

Customs and 
railways to 

railways



Fragmented railway legal arrangements



2. What does framework contains?

Key issues at the railway border crossings

1. Electronic information exchange among the railways

The main processes undertaken at the railway border crossing can be 

grouped as follows:

Initiation and completion of these processed require information. 

The flow of this information has a crucial impact on the efficiency of 

border crossing processes

Commercial handover

Technical handover including dealing 
with break of gauge

Customs formalities

Border guard / Immigration 
formalities

Other Government Agencies formalities



Railway to railway electronic exchange of information

o Electronic exchange of information could further 

enhance efficiency

o Railway to railway (R2R)exchange of information to 

complete commercial and technical handover 

o Many countries in the region are taking steps in this 

direction e.g. the railways of Russian Federation has 

agreements on the electronic exchange of 

information with Kazakhstan(2016), China (2017), 

Belarus, and with Baltic, some Nordic and CIS 

countries

o OSJD leaflets provide details on various aspects of 

electronic information exchange among railways

o TAF-TSI and interoperability with European Railway 

Network

o CIS CRT MESPLAN system



Railway to railway electronic exchange of information

Many countries in Asia-Pacific are developing their

international railway transport

If the exchange of messages for railway transport and related

electronic systems are developed in silos, it is likely that

messages could be different for same processes

This would lead to challenges in the flow of information

along railway corridors due to undermining efficiency of

railway transport operations

For the efficiency of international railway transport along the

Trans-Asian Railway Network (and beyond), it is critical,

that messages exchanged between railways are harmonized

and compatible with other networks

Target

Develop guiding principles on electronic information

exchange between railways and among railways and

control agencies. An agreement on electronic

information exchange among interested member

countries could be contemplated at appropriate time.



Guiding principles for electronic exchange of information between 

railways and among railways and control agencies

Such principles would specify:

o Specify railway processes for which information need

to be exchanged- such as on consignment note data,

train running information and wagon movement

o Structure and format of electronic messages to be

harmonized and are based on international

standards and other solutions (OSJD/CIS-CRT and

TAF-TSI)

o Use of interfaces to harmonize message from

existing systems

o Data protection and security standards

o Tailored and gradual approach for implementation,

depending on the priorities of railways of the

country and provision for technical assistance

o Mechanism to monitor implementation



2. Customs and Other Government Agencies formalities

o Completion of regulatory controls is major activity

undertaken at the railway border crossings. Lot of

information exchange but largely remains on paper.

o Customs formalities for international transit by

railway need to be harmonized to reduce

duplication of efforts such as in the case of

submission of customs transit declaration and in

undertaking physical inspections

o The guarantees required for railway transit reduced

and the procedure streamlined.

o Lack of alignment among the information systems of

railways and control authorities inhibits use of new

technologies in completion of control measures.



2. Customs and Other Government Agencies formalities

Railway electronic transit transport systems

1. Pre-arrival information on goods in electronic 

form

2. Harmonization of message exchange for 

transit by railways between railways and 

among railways and controls agencies

3. Reduced guarantees for transit by railway

4. Recognition of railway consignment note as 

customs declaration



Customs and Other Government Agencies formalities

Railway Transport Single Window for completion of formalities 

Pre-arrival

information 

on goods and 

train arrival

Data from 

automatic 

equipment's  

dynamic 

weighing 

scale, 

dynamic 

scanners

Railway 

Transport 

Electronic 

Single 

Window

Customs

Railways

Immigration

Border

Guards

Quarantine

Others

Joint 

inspections

Railway freight 
information system

Rolling stock 
inspection data

Passport/identity card 
data for railway crew



5. Single window facility for Railway Transport for

submission of all information required for regulatory

controls and electronic information exchange among agencies

6. Use of new technologies such as dynamic scanners and

weigh bridge, electronic seals and non intrusive

inspections

7. Selective joint controls based on risk assessment

8. Simplifications, reduction and harmonization

documents for customs transit formalities for

international railway transport

Target

Harmonized customs formalities for transit by rail

through an electronic customs transit transport system

formalized through appropriate arrangement among

the member countries



4. Measuring performance at the railway border crossings

Each railway border crossing is unique in terms of 

challenges it faces and specific issues that need to be 

addressed

The prescriptions in this framework cannot be 

implemented uniformly at all the railway border 

crossings across the region. 

Choosing which recommendation to implement 

would require an in-depth analysis of a pair of 

border crossing between adjacent countries to offer 

optimal solutions

Such a complex and demanding analysis needs a 

systematic and methodical approach and would 

include:



Methodology for assessing challenges and proposing solutions for railway 

border crossing efficiency

i. Current and forecast of railway freight traffic 

along the railway border crossings including type 

of goods transported and nature of traffic bulk 

or containerized both current and expected

ii. Review of legal arrangements for railway 

transport (national and bilateral)

iii. Major stakeholders and their role at the railway 

border crossings

iv. State of railway border crossing equipment, 

facilities and infrastructure

v. Critical analysis of the processes being carried out 

and their sequence



vi. Existing arrangements for sharing of

information between railways and between

railways and other control agencies

vii. Present state of cooperation among

control agencies at the border crossing

viii. Finally, specific set of recommendations

to improve efficiency of railway border

crossing

Target

Develop comprehensive indicator(s) to

measure the performance of railway border

crossings and use standardized methodology

to identify challenges and recommend

solutions for railway border crossing



Cost and transit time of three modes over 2006-2017



China-Europe Trade by Weight 2006-2017



China-Europe Trade by Value 2006-2017



ESCAP studies on harmonization of rules and regulations 

for facilitation of international railway  transport

1. Border crossing practices in railway transport

( https://www.unescap.org/resources/study-border-

crossing-practices-international-railway-transport)

2. Enhancing interoperability to facilitate international 

railway transport

(https://www.unescap.org/resources/enhancing-

interoperability-facilitation-international-railway-transport)

3. Electronic information exchange systems for 

international railway transport 

(https://www.unescap.org/resources/electronic-

information-exchange-systems-rail-freight-transport)

https://www.unescap.org/resources/study-border-crossing-practices-international-railway-transport
https://www.unescap.org/resources/enhancing-interoperability-facilitation-international-railway-transport
https://www.unescap.org/resources/electronic-information-exchange-systems-rail-freight-transport


http://www.unescap.org/our-work/transport
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